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When the megacorp's research scientist made a mistake and created a virus, named Z-2, that turned
people into zombies. The security forces were sent to fight them, but it was the creation of a new

weapons that turned the tide of the war in favor of the enemies. Mankind was destroyed from
outside of society. Before the people completely were destroyed, they held a national funeral to

celebrate their achievements. Inside that tragedy, the Free Man will make a choice between peace
and existence. Zombie Lane Survival was born to be a game that allows players to compare their

skills and make many choices during the beginning. Players are forced to play with lots of weapons,
take the advantage of the different types of zombies and find effective combinations of ammunition

and shells. ===============In-game economy: You have the means of protection and
weapons to defend yourself. You will also need an experienced artillery to try to finish the map as
soon as possible. ===============In-game pause features: In order to use the pause, you

must have a break at home. Only by saying "pause" you will be able to find an "intermission" and be
able to use the pause. All features listed under the pause feature do not require a power source or
house electricity. ===============In-game tips and gameplay help: Read the tips to keep

you informed about events and spawn points, on which you must pay attention.
===============Technical features: The game is played using the XNA framework, which is

supported by Microsoft Game Studio 3.0 on Windows operating systems.
===============Key Features: 1. RPG System (Character and different zombie types) 2.

Different weapon types (Pistol, Shotgun, Machinegun, Rifle) 3. Different ammo types (Simple,
Piercing, Freezing, Bleeding, Exloding) 4. RPG System (Character and different zombie types) ⟶
Strength (+hp); ⟶ Agility (+dmg, +speed); ⟶ Luck (+3xmax dmg); ⟶ Various zombie types

(human, weak zombie, strong zombie) ⟶ Ability to choose between characters of various races; ⟶
Ability to choose between different personality types (Normal, Calm, Angry); ⟶ Ability to choose

from different types of soldiers’ bonuses; ⟶ Ability to collect various bonuses by playing missions;

Ice Cream Factory Features Key:
Challenging single screen platformer levels with puzzles and obstacles

Classic animated animation
Surprising and tense story
Beautiful colorful art style
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Classic style soundtrack and sound effects
Endless enjoyment for every gamer

The Plague M.D. is a horror story set in a dark, gloomy age filled with disease and death. The game follows a
world-famous doctor, a highly determined young man that seeks to unlock the secrets of the plague in both
it’s initial outbreak and reoccurrence. Upon leaving his lodgings he slips into an apocalyptic nightmare of
darkness, disease, and of a place shrouded in mystery, rife with grotesque sights and abominations in the
dark unknown.

The game features classic side-scrolling gameplay, a cinematic narrative, and the beloved minimalism,
style, and control for which the critically acclaimed “Phantasie” developed by developer Studio Kulapka was
known.

Key Features:

An epic and thrilling adventure through the industrial nightmare; the Plague M.D.
A completely hand-painted cinematic full animation narrative presented in real time
Immerse yourself in adventure, meet life-size characters, discover secrets and be surprised by the
gruesome and distinctive Plague M.D. landscape
Classic side-scrolling with innovative puzzles and many game design elements

The game consists of 90 missions, with each level introducing new mechanics, characters and more. Intrepid
and determined physician Krister, engineer Crane and servant Smiley will help you on your quest to figure
out what became of the rest of the world, the origin of the Plague and how to survive the year of 1738.

The Plague M.D. seamlessly merge form, a classic style of animation; a unique supporting cast that gives the
game character and uniqueness; and a thoughtful and crafty game design, as each mission will constantly
give you, the player, new, challenging, and unique abilities to overcome obstacles in your path.

Key Features:
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